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AQUIKO PENSTOCK
Wall Mounted

QUICK INSTALLATION

6MwC PRESSURE RATING AS STANDARD

VIRTUALLY MAINTENANCE FREE

Benefits of HDPE
HDPEHDPE is a brilliant material which in black is UV stable, is 
light and does not degrade in water. The low weight of 
the material and therefore small volumes required for 
our valve soluons ensure it’s the lowest CO2 material 
currently in use for valves today. When a force is applied 
to HDPE, overme the material creeps, this means that 
the shorter the me period where force is applied the 
greatergreater the load that it can be subjected to. AQUIKO’s    
calculaons to determine its pressure rang for short 
term pressure are based on the materials strength over 4 
days and long-term pressure over the course of a year, 
AQUIKO can however provide informaon for periods up 
to 25 years. 

The AQUIKO Penstock has been designed and manufactured in the UK using the most cu ng-edge techniques. Our 
penstocks are made from HDPE and stainless steel 316 and have a design life of 50 years*.  

DueDue to the penstocks unique compact design, the narrow frame ensures it fits in even the ghtest spaces. This    
compact design is also a cut above the average penstock in strength being rated for a 6MwC pressure as standard. 
With no metal on metal moving parts there is virtually no chance of an Aquiko penstock seizing, meaning the 
AQUIKO penstocks require praccally no maintenance.  With no need for casng in or groung, you can save over 
12 hours in installaon me, compared with stainless or cast-iron alternaves.
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AQUIKO PENSTOCK

Penstock: APS-100 up to 1500mm
Materials: SS316, HDPE, EPDM & POM
Pressure: 6MwC (Front & Back)

APS-100mm up to 600mm APS-700mm up to 1500mm
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